
Marketing creates  
corporate success.
The best product will not sell 
if nobody knows about it.

Presentation for: Charlotte Frenchman, THE PARKLANE GROUP, UK. 
Neu-Isenburg, 2nd of September 2019. 
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The previous distribution is being undermined: According to studies, 
customers want to search for and select their suppliers on their own. 
This behavioral pattern is followed by the principle of inbound 
marketing and is the entrepreneurial answer: Through intelligent 
strategies, campaigns and a clever choice of marketing channels, your 
brand is optimally immediately visible to your defined target group. This 
leads to concrete, qualified leads with purchase intention. Your sales 
department just has to complete it.

18 %

21 % 61 %

Inbound Practices (eg. SEO, Social Media, Blogs)
Own leads from the sales team
Outbound Practices

An, M. & Lapp, J. Survey: „State of Inbound - Der aktuelle Stand von Marketing und Vertrieb in Deutschland und der Welt“ (2018)
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Marketing supports 
your sales and 
produces qualified 
leads.

How you maximize your sales nowadays.

Which sources produce the highest quality 
leads?
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Inbound marketing will 
(partially) replace your 
sales.

How you maximize your sales nowadays.

12 %

20 %

19 %

49 %

Inbound Marketing
Outbound Marketing
Calculation of ROI is not possible
Unknown / Not applicable

0%

22,5%

45%

67,5%

90%

1980 1990 2000 2010 2020 2030

Outbound / Sales Inbound-Marketing
An, M. & Lapp, J. Survey: „State of Inbound - Der aktuelle Stand von Marketing und Vertrieb in Deutschland und der Welt“ (2018)

Which marketing approach generates a 
higher ROI for your company?
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This creates a negative price spiral which is eventually unstoppable. 
There can always be someone cheaper. But better too? Even as good as 
you? Positioning is important and lets you escape the negative spiral, 
see adjacent diagram.
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Many companies do 
not position 
themselves and 
therefore compete over 
the price.

Effective positioning instead of a negative price spiral Positioned company as niche provider and 
specialist

Your starting price

Competitor A

Your lowered price

Competitor B

Your lowered price

Competitor C

Your lowered price

Competitor D

Dumping price
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Today, the customer himself wants to direct his attention.  
He determines how, when and where communication should take place.
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Did you know that 87% 
of the audience actively 
switch channels or go to 
the bathroom during 
commercial breaks?

Convey benefits, instead of blatant advertising. 

The three key factors for success: visibility of your brand, profiling of 
competence through content strategies and convincing utility 
communications about your products and services.

Unlike poster 
advertising, benefits and 
content act effectively.
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Marketing promotes a company’s success and 
awareness. In concrete terms, marketing means:

Marketing creates success. This is how.

Establish, strengthen and expand 
brand and company awareness as 
well as product awareness.

Strengthen your 
awareness

A clear communication to make 
explanatory and complex aspects 
easy to understand.

Create a clear 
communication

Most campaigns are measurable (especially 
online) and subsequently analytically 
optimized.

Achieve measurable 
results

Create an identity, define brand values and 
represent your own brand in a unified image.

Shape your  
identity

Marketing is the bridge to sales and makes selling 
easier. In short, the better the preparation by good 
marketing, the easier the closing.

Promote your  
sales

Through constant marketing with a clear 
strategy, scattering loss is reduced to a 
minimum and constantly optimized.

Achieve continuous 
optimization
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Marketing Outsourcing. A sensible decision.

Full utilization of responsible staff / 
lack of time for all in-house marketing 
tasks.

View from the outside and reflection of 
your own activities. Completely new and 
different thinking from external experts.

Impulses from the outside

No marketing strategy and planning available, 
structure and processes developed from the 
outside.

Orientation

Lack of competence in-house, because staff 
is busy or not available.

Shortage of skills

In-house caught in an „idea-prison“, so impulses 
and ideas of external experts are desired.

Idea generator

Hand over marketing as a whole to external 
partners in order to provide a complete picture 
of the overall issue.

Focus on your skills

This is why our customers outsource their 
marketing conveniently to us. We will act as your 
external marketing department:

Lack of time
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The TIGER Process in a glimpse

Our specially developed, state-accredited process 
leads you, your company and marketing without any 
detours to the defined goals.

Marketing 
Audit

Marketing 
Strategy  
Process

Idea 
Development

Branding
Roll-Out of 

the campaigns
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Step #1 Step #2

Is- 
Analysis

Goal- 
definition

SWOT-Analysis
Recommendations 
for action

Development 
Marketing-Mix

Campaign 
Planning

Budget- / 
Timeplanning

Output: 
Strategy

Marketing 
Audit

This means for you:

• Analysis of your current marketing activities 
• Identification of potential optimization potential of your marketing 
• Definition of your objective (target state) 
• Demonstration of possible optimization measures 
• Show possible implementation recommendations 
• Output: Analysis paper examining your marketing and concrete recommendations for 

action

This means for you:

• A clear planning of the channel mix, which shows you on which channels you should 
implement with the largest effect, little wastage and low-budget marketing activities 

• Develop concrete campaign ideas with hooks that „stick“ with your target groups 
• A transparent budget and time plan that gives you a measurable, clear line and 

orientation

Marketing 
Strategy Process
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Step #3

Marketing  
Think-Tank

This means for you:

• An intense „Idea-Think-Tank“ Workshop 
• Use of creative methods 
• Strategic work on your company 
• Thinking outside of the box 
• Intensive market and competitor research 
• Clarifying acute marketing issues

This means for you:

• Support in your business challenges 
• An external view of your company 
• A collaborative creation of innovative ideas within the „Think-Tank“ Workshop 
• Orientation in the „jungle of marketing“ 
• Fresh wind and unconventional approaches for your sales support

Do you need a change of perspective or new ideas for your marketing? Your marketing department is 
retracted and uninspired? Or your still young company should grow fast fast? As a sparring partner and 
source of ideas, we bring a fresh wind into your marketing. Get ready for sweaty workshops, lots of fun 
and unconventional solutions!
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Step #4

Operational implementation 
of campaigns

We will go hunting with you:

• Namefinding, Slogans 
• Logo development 
• Corporate Identity & Corporate Design 
• Brand Guidelines 
• Print design (brochures, business cards, letterheads) 
• Illustrations / 3-D graphics 
• Photo & Video production

How we will make you heard:

• Creation and maintenance of an individual press 
distributor 

• Creation and targeted dispatch of press releases 
• Creation and distribution of blog posts 
• Online distribution of press releases (trade and press 

portals, social media) 
• Monitoring & Reporting 
• PR Photo & Video Production

As a design agency, we will make sure that your brand does not stay under the radar. Our marketing-
creations are just like our customers: passionate and purposeful, courageous and full of power. What 
this means for you: a brand with a strong sense of recognition, awareness through effective campaigns 
and increasing your company’s brand value.

How we will capture your customers:

• Websites & Shops with strategic and entrepreneurial thinking 
• State-of-the-art technologies & web design 
• Conception and implementation of online marketing campaigns 
• SEO and SEA 
• Content Marketing 
• Social Media Marketing 
• Long-term support in all web design issues
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Step #5

Marketing Management 
Outsourcing

Simply outsource your complete marketing and solve all your marketing challenges with an agency. We 
will coordinate your service providers and internal staff and act as your external marketing department 
- full service, reliable, scalable and, of course, always state-of-the-art. Unmistakable and courageous, 
we will work with you to redesign your marketing and get more out of your budget.

Our formula for a new perspective:

• One central contact person 
• Professional Marketing Management 
• Project and quality management of agencies and employees 
• Planning new campaigns & ongoing support and monitoring of existing campaigns 
• Clear cost structure through management contract 
• Permanent adaptation of the marketing

Regular Services and Tasks in Brand / Marketing Management 
Outsourcing:

• Planning your marketing 
• Concrete implementation of the marketing measures 
• Constantly optimizing your marketing and website 
• Coordination with external partners 
• Coordination of agencies in the sense of uniform marketing
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Your funding opportunities by the government

Support for your attack.

We got your back finding a way through the marketing jungle. Our marketing consultancy is state-
accredited and you may be eligible for funding from RKW Hessen (and other federal states), BAFA and 
others. Feel free to talk to us.

Support will be given to young and 

existing companies (SMEs) with up to 

€2,000 or €6,500, i.a. in these areas:

• Product development 
• Business model development 
• Corporate development 
• Founding consultation 
• Digitization consulting / digitization of business 

processes 
• Marketing Strategy Consulting 
• Building a digital marketing 
• Brand Introduction & Design Consulting 
• Optimization of Marketing & Sales
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Our way of working

Your hunting companions in the marketing jungle 

In the digital age, Tiger redefines the agency's game-rules:

• We have official "working hubs" in Neu-Isenburg and promote work from all over the world, digital 
networking is our basis> that means digitization at all levels 

• New Work Environment: In flat hierarchies, our team embodies an Enabler mentality to channel 
the most diverse talents and achieve the best results with maximum creativity 

• We build our services on a balance between permanent and freelance professionals, selected by 
our in-house experts, who join our #Tigernetwork after successful test collaboration 

• We have access to industry specialists from around the world who complement our core team 
with their expertise

How we work: lean management and SCRUM 
principle. No expensive water budget, fair 
budget and maximum commitment to your 
goals.
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We are TIGER

Your hunting companions 
in the marketing jungle

What sets us apart:

• 14 years of practical experience 
• Complete marketing from a single source 
• Worldwide, resilient network 
• Cross-industry projects 
• Creative, entrepreneurial & strategic 
• Think across the board and think outside the box 
• Measurable: performance-based billing models possible 
• Accreditation for grants from the government 
•

Consultancy with focus on marketing, strategy 
and branding from Neu-Isenburg, near 
Frankfurt / Main.

Sven L. Franzen 
CEO  | Thoroughbred Marketer

He was only 16 years old when he founded his 
first company in 2005 - and at that time 
Germany's youngest entrepreneur. Sven also 
passes on his experience as a lecturer and 
blogs at impulse, XING Insider and Huffington 
Post. 

He is a volunteer with the Wirtschaftsjunioren 
Offenbach, the plenum of the IHK Offenbach 
and the DIHK SME committee. Sven is our 
marketing strategist, idea & impulse generator 
& multi-brain.
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References

Services / Consulting 

• ADTECH, A Division of AOL Network 

• Beyer & Kaulich Unternehmensberatung 

• CAMPUSERVICE GmbH, Goethe Universität 

• CMA Automotive Solutions GmbH 

• CONSCIENTA Rechtsanwälte 

• Deutsche Vermögensberatung 

• Dolatel GmbH 

• DVPT e.V. 

• Deutsche Anlegermesse 

• Kreis Offenbach, Kreisverwaltung 

• Langbein & Hofer Steuerberatung 

• LEXMARK Deutschland GmbH 

• NEMIUS Group GmbH 

• PREMIUM WASH 

• SAE University 

• Walter Kolb Stiftung

Gastronomy / Tourism 
• Accor Hotels Deutschland GmbH 

• Aquatoll Erlebnisbad GmbH 

• Embratur, Brasilien 

• Europa Park 

• Meatcut Steakhaus

Industry / Crafts 
• Breidenbach Solutions GmbH & Co. KG 

• GESA Form und Funktion GmbH  

• Imtradex GmbH 

• Licht Konzept & Form AG, Köln 

• NBS, Wetzlar 

• NOVITAS GmbH & Co. KG

Consumer Goods / Trade 
• BMW Group AG  

• Camel Active 

• Electronic Partners 

• Emily & Noah 

• HUROM Co., Ltd. 

• Lässig GmbH  

• SURI FREY 

• Tom Tailor

Medicine 
• AIR AID GmbH & Co. KG 

• BEMER Int. AG, Brasilien 

• Fresenius International Deutschland 

• iSimulate Ltd., Australien 

• Lumenis Germany GmbH, Israel 

• VASOMETRIX
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Case Study

IHK Offenbach 
am Main

The event "IHK- BRANCHENFORUM 

VERSICHERUNGEN UND FINANZ" in 

cooperation with three IHK’s was to 

be kept for further publicity in the 

media, online marketing and website 

with moving image. The objective 

was the most emotional presentation 

of the contents and opinions of the 

participants, in order to increase 

awareness and to draw the attention 

of the visitors to further events of 

the event series of the IHKs.
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• Customer: IHK Offenbach 
• Weblink: https://www.offenbach.ihk.de 
• Topic: Video Marketing 
• Goal: Online Presence, Image-Work, Media-Reporting 
• Target Group: B2B, Economic Deciders, Political Deciders, 

Stakeholders 
• Industry: Public institution  
• Competencies: 

• Event 
• Media 
• Video / Film / Moving picture

Keyfacts:

Customer Feedback

Case Study

“The TIGER MARKETING Group team has achieved a very good image film about our newly established 
industry forum for insurance and finance. I would like to highlight the very good planning, consultation 
and communication in advance and the spontaneity of the team on the day of shooting. Thank you very 
much. Nothing stands in the way of further cooperation.”

Marianna Kartziou, IHK Offenbach am Main about the contribution of TIGER

• Kick-off briefing conversation with 
advice and brainstorming 

• Development of a storyboard based on 
the briefing and the customer requests / 
inputs 

• Release and planning of the shoot 
• Shooting the event 
• Editing and post-production 
• Revision / final production

Solution | Result

• 3 different variants of the film as a media, emotional moving image, in 
order to "recall" the event in the retrospective view with the participants 
with an after-mailing and to advertise new participants via YouTube and 
website 

• Integration of video material of various variants in presentations, 
websites, landing pages, YouTube, social media posts and mailings 
(newsletter) 

• Achievement of visitors and multipliers (influencers, politicians) 
• Advertising new visitors for follow-up events



Let’s go hunting together.

Thank you!

Contact Information: Sven L. Franzen 
+49 6102 719808-0

s.franzen@tigergroup.eu 
www.tigergroup.eu


